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Abstract 

 

Song, Jinhyup 

Department of Archaeology and Art History 

The Graduate School, Seoul National University 

 

This thesis explores the intriguing iconographic problems on the pair of 

bodhisattvas in the underground palace of Famensi 法門寺. The pair of 

bodhisattvas, carved on the each stone slab of the second door, respectively bears 

a transparent bowl and a scripture. Such curious pair of bodhisattvas were also 

found at Seokguram 石窟庵 in Korea, one of the most representative monuments 

among the Buddhist art of East Asia during the reign of the Tang dynasty. As it is 

widely known, the underground palace of Famensi enshrined the finger-bone 

relics, widely believed as the most authentic remains of Śākyamuni Buddha by 

Chinese Buddhists. Hence, the pair of bodhisattvas may have been a product of 

the apex of achievement in the religious art of both the Tang and the Unified Silla, 

though it may seem as a peculiar set of icons to modern scholars of Buddhist art 

history. Then why does the pair hold those objects, in such an important location? 

What are implied by those attributions, and who are they? 
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In this thesis, various pieces of textual sources and artworks were 

examined to conclude that the pair, scripture-bearer bodhisattva and bowl-bearer 

bodhisattva, represents Mañjuśrī and Samantabhadra respectively. It is generally 

known in literary sources that Mañjuśrī holds a scripture as its attribute. As for the 

cultural background of the bowl-bearer bodhisattva, this thesis has discussed the 

possibility of contemporaries’ regarding this transparent bowl as a luxury item 

from West Asia during the Tang dynasty. It is also notable that there are examples 

of bodhisattvas holding evidently secular luxury items, and examples from the 

murals of Dunhuang 敦煌, which adapted the image of transparent vessels in 

various contexts. In the same vein, transparent bowls of glass or crystal were 

highly praised in both realms of material culture and Buddhist culture during the 

Tang dynasty, so it may have been an appropriate choice to use a transparent bowl 

as bodhisattva’s attribute.  

This thesis shows another possibility that the transparent bowl of 

bodhisattva could have religious meaning in the Buddhist context. Based on 

existing materials, bodhisattva bearing a bowl could represent the rightful heir of 

Śākyamuni and true Dharma, Mañjuśrī. However, among the pair at Famensi, it is 

apparent that the bodhisattva holding a scripture is Mañjuśrī, thus its identification 

needs a more sophisticated approach. This thesis proposes a hypothesis that the 

depiction of Samantabhadra during the Tang dynasty was not based on the 
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Buddhist texts that discuss the attributes for the bodhisattva, but faithfully 

followed the visual model presented by Mañjuśrī. It is notable that according to 

religious interpretation, Mañjuśrī and Samantabhadra formed a unity of non-

duality in Tang China. In addition, the fact that text which focused on 

Samantabhadra was translated in the name of Mañjuśrī also strongly suggests that 

the two entities were mutually penetrating each other’s realms. Therefore, the 

bowl-bearer Samantabhadra could appropriately be depicted in contemporary 

artisans' work as a faithful visual double to the bowl-bearer Mañjuśrī.  

It is still difficult to know whether the bowl held by the bodhisattva in 

Famensi is a icon, which reflects the lavish contemporary material culture of the 

Tang or a icon which inherited its symbolism from Buddha’s bowl. While this 

question awaits further research, this thesis is meaningful in that it offers possible 

interpretations in discerning the identity of the bodhisattva discussed above.  

 

Keywords: Famensi 法門寺, Seokguram 石窟庵, Icon, Mañjuśrī 文殊, 

Samantabhadra 普賢, Bowl 鉢盂 

Student number: 2006-20086 
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Introduction 

 

In 1987, Chinese archaeologists undertook the excavation of the underground 

palace (digong 地宮) of a central pagoda at Famensi 法門寺 in Fufeng 扶風, 

approximately 120 kilometers west of modern Xi’an 西安 (Fig. 1).1 The 

excavation was carried out as part of the restoration of the pagoda, which had 

been severely damaged by the heavy rainfall in 1981. The restoration was 

basically intended to repair the pagoda structure, but when a large quantity of 

reliquaries and votive objects were found, knowledge of Tang dynasty material 

culture was dramatically enlarged. The excavated treasures, found in the 

underground palace, were offered by the Tang dynasty emperors to the finger-

bone relics, widely believed as the most authentic remains of Śākyamuni Buddha 

by Chinese Buddhist. They have remained untouched since 874.  

This sensational discovery of treasures has fascinated scholars both inside 

and outside of China, not only for their extraordinary quality and great numbers, 

but also for their religious significance. Especially the reliquaries decorated with 

Buddhist images have been a major focus in the studies of the underground 

                                           
1 For an overview of the excavation, see Shanxi Sheng Kaogu Yanjiusuo et al., eds., 
Famensi kaogu fajue baogao, vol. 1 (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2007) [hereafter 
referred to as FKFB], pp. 1-5, 318-38. 
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palace.2 These reliquaries are frequently mentioned as a canonical example of 

Buddhist art from Tang China as well as of esoteric Buddhist art in Asia. 

Though the studies of these reliquary images are of great significance to 

understanding the characteristics of the underground palace, it is also important to 

consider the images displayed inside the architectural structure itself (Fig. 2). 

Along the passages of the underground palace, worshippers were supposed to 

encounter many images of Buddhist deities and other auspicious beings arranged 

within the architectural structure.3 Just as those carved on the reliquaries, these 

images were elaborately decorative and carefully placed according to the 

hierarchical structure of the underground palace.  

One of the most intriguing and important images found in the structure of 

the underground palace are the standing bodhisattvas on the second door (Fig. 3).4 

These bodhisattvas, each engraved on a stone slab, wear high crowns and 

gorgeous jewelry. Many other motifs, such as floating flowers, auspicious clouds, 

and splendid lotus seats, also adorn the area surrounding them. These magnificent 

                                           
2 For representative research on these reliquaries, see I. Mann Lai, "The Famensi 
Reliquary Deposit: Icons of Esoteric Buddhism in Ninth-century China" (Ph.D. diss., 
Univ. of London, 2006); Robert Sharf, "The Buddha's Finger Bones at Famen-si and the 
Art of Chinese Esoteric Buddhism," Art Bulletin 93-1 (2011), pp. 38-59; Wu Limin and 
Han Jinke, Famensi digong Tang mi Manchaluo zhi yanjiu (Hong Kong: Zhongguo fojiao 
wenhua chuban youxian gongsi, 1998).  
3 See FKFB, vol. 1, pls. 5, 7-8, 13-17, 19-20, 24-25. 
4 Ibid, pl. 17, p. 23.  
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bodhisattvas serve to raise significant questions concerning the visual schema of 

the underground palace, especially about its location. 

These images mark a crucial boundary in the layout of the underground 

palace. Of the four doors in the underground palace, only the second door were 

locked with a heavy iron lock and attached with two inscribed stone tablets dated 

874: the Datang Xiantong qi song Qiyang zhenshen zhi wen 大唐咸通啓送岐陽

眞身志文 [ hereafter referred to as Zhiwen] and Jiansong zhenshenshi sui 

zhenshen gongyang daoju ji anci jinyin baoqi yiwuzhang 監送眞身使隨眞身供

養道具及恩賜金銀寶器衣物帳 [hereafter referred to as Yiwuzhang]. This 

unique closing of the second doors played a key role in blocking entry into the 

three chambers beyond, where the relics were enshrined, clearly marking the 

significance of this boundary.5  

                                           
5 Moreover, a statement in Zhiwen clearly shows the role of the second door as a crucial 
boundary. Sengche 僧澈, who wrote the Zhiwen, expressed mixed feelings when he 
closed the door in 874 with the following comments: “Thinking of the eternal closure of 
the Golden Door, I am overwhelmed with a thousand emotions. I comfort myself with the 
cognition of the ever-presence of the marvelous body and dual emptiness (想金扃之永閉, 
萬感難裁. 知妙體之常存雙空, 自慰).” There is no doubt that the “Golden Door” 
commented above is the second door of the underground palace as the Zhiwen itself 
blocks the second door. Therefore, one may suppose from this section of Zhiwen that the 
second door is the ultimate place where the worshipper is separated from the True Body. 
See Ibid, p. 231. Unless otherwise noted, all translations in this thesis are my own. For 
Japanese translation, see Niigata Prefectural Museum of Modern Art et al., Tō kōtei kara 
no okurimono (Nagaoka: Niigata Prefectural Museum of Modern Art, 1999), pp. 176-77. 
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Moreover, the bodhisattvas of the second door hold interesting objects in 

their hands: the one, on the eastern side (right as one enters), holds a scripture, 

while the other, on the western side (left), holds a bowl. The scripture in the hand 

of the bodhisattva on the right has an elongated rectangular shape, which was the 

conventional form for scrolls or palm-leaf manuscripts. The bowl held by the 

bodhisattva on the left is a small bowl resembling a beaker or a mug. A high-

resolution photograph, taken from of a replica of the door panels, presents many 

more important features (Fig. 4), showing that the bowl held by the bodhisattva on 

the left is so transparent that the bodhisattva’s finger beyond is distinctly visible 

through it.6 

In the context of Tang Buddhist art, the pair of bodhisattvas, who hold a 

transparent bowl and a scripture, respectively, has not been extensively studied. 

However, in Buddhist art iconography, a scripture is a relatively familiar attribute 

for a bodhisattva, especially for Mañjuśri (wenshu 文殊). However, a bodhisattva 

bearing a transparent bowl is very peculiar. Only An Jiayao 安家瑤 classified 

the glass vessels represented in Buddhist mural painting at Dunhuang 敦煌 

                                                                                                                    

Cf. Kegasawa Yasunori, "Tō Hōmonji kantsū 14 nen shari kuyō o meguru ichi kōsatsu," 
Sundai shigaku 97 (1996), pp. 29-81.  
6 I am grateful to Dr. Joo Kyeongmi for providing the photograph. Dr. Joo was 
tremendously helpful in the progress of this thesis as she provided various materials and 
valuable comments. I am deeply thankful for all her help.  
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Mogao caves 莫高窟.7 She collected many examples, not only of bodhisattvas, 

but from various contexts, and classified each according to their period and shape. 

Except for her single article, little attention has been paid to the transparent bowl 

held by any bodhisattva in the context of Chinese Buddhist art.8  

It must also be noted here that there is an image of a bodhisattva, bearing a 

bowl at Seokguram 石窟庵 in Gyeongju 慶州, the capital of Silla 新羅 (57 

BC-935 AD), identical to the image in Famensi (Figs. 5-6).9 Yet, the two 

monuments are geographically separated by more than 1,900 kilometers. There is 

also a fundamental structural difference between the underground palace of 

Famensi and the constructed cave grotto of Seokguram. Moreover, the date of 

production differs by more than a century, despite some unclear problems.10 

                                           
7 An Jiayao, "Mogaoku huashang de boli qimin," in Dunhuang Tulufan wenxian yanjiu 
lunji, ed. Beijing daxue zhongguo zhonggu shi yanjiu, vol. 2. (Beijing: Beijing daxue 
chubanshe, 1983), pp. 425-64.  
8 Yoshimizu Tsuneo briefly discussed bodhisattva images with a glass object. See idem, 
Shōsōin garasu wa nani o kataru ka (Tokyo: Chūō kōron shinsha, 2009), pp. 25-26, 150-
56.  
9 For basic information about Seokguram, see Kim Lena, Buddhist Sculpture of Korea 
(Elizabeth, N.J. and Seoul: Hollym, 2007), pp. 83-89. For these two bodhisattvas, see 
Kang Woo-Bang, trans. by Cho Yoonjung, Korean Buddhist Sculpture: Art and Truth 
(Chicago: Art Media Resources, 2005), pp. 145-48; Joo Soowan, "Tohamsan seokgul 
munsu∙bohyeonbosalsang yeongu," in Tohamsan seoggul bulsang, ed. Moon Myung-Dae 
(Seoul: Hangugmisulsa-yeonguso, 2011), pp. 103-21. 
10 It is possible to roughly date the bodhisattva of Famensi to the second half of the ninth 
century. In 874, the last re-enshrinement ceremony of the śarīra was held at the 
underground palace of Famensi. Therefore, the latest possible date of production for the 
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Nevertheless, the two bowl-bearer bodhisattvas from the underground 

palace of Famensi and Seokguram perfectly match: each is in a standing posture 

on a lotus seat, with the small bowl fitting in their palms, paired with a scripture-

bearer bodhisattva, and they are located at the entrance of the main cellar after a 

passageway. 

This fascinating parallel is very helpful in understanding the bodhisattva of 

underground palace in Famensi as well as the one at Seokguram. As it is widely 

known, Seokguram is a representative monument among the Buddhist art of the 

Unified Silla period (668-935). The construction of Seokguram was the result of 

three converging elements: sophisticated Buddhist philosophy, the mastery of art, 

and the highly advanced technology of architecture. Therefore, the bowl-bearer 

                                                                                                                    

image of bowl-bearer bodhisattva is 874. Ch'oe Son̆g-u ̆n also stated the date of production 
for this pair of bodhisattva as the second half of the ninth century, see idem, "Dangmal-
odae-wa yodae-ui wontonghyeong gogwan bosalsang-e daehan ilgochal," 
Gangjwamisulsa 9 (1997), p. 50. The important element, which may support the above 
opinion is a characteristic feature of a high cylindrical crown. It is generally accepted by 
Chinese Buddhist art specialists that bodhisattvas wearing that crown were prevalent in 
the Late Tang (836-907), Five Dynasties (907-960) and Liao (915–1125) periods. Cf. 
Marilyn Leidig Gridley, Chinese Buddhist Sculpture under the Liao (New Delhi: 
International Academy of Indian Culture and Aditya Prakashan, 1993), p. 186. Especially 
the high cylindrical crown is only worn by three bodhisattva images from the 
underground palace of Famensi: bodhisattvas at the second door and the True Body 
Bodhisattva (zhenshen pusa 眞身菩薩) from middle chamber. The inscription of True 
Body Bodhisattva is dated 871. See FKFB, vol. 1 (2007), pp. 142-45. This inscription also 
supports the opinion, which presumes the date of production of this pair of bodhisattvas 
as the second half of the ninth century. 
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bodhisattvas were a product of the apex of achievement in the religious art of both 

the Tang and the Unified Silla. Although it may seem peculiar to modern scholars 

of Buddhist art history, it implies that the bowl-bearer bodhisattvas of Famensi 

and Seokguram were a highly revered icon at the time of its production. In other 

words, the fact that bowl-bearer bodhisattvas were enshrined in those significant 

monuments may point to the possibility that such an icon may have been popular 

as a fashionable icon in Northeastern Asia during the reign of the Tang dynasty. 

Then why does the bodhisattva in Famensi hold a transparent bowl and a scripture, 

especially in such an important location in Famensi? 

In this sense, the following questions gain more importance. Why does the 

bodhisattva in Famensi hold a transparent bowl, especially in such an important 

location in Famensi? Is there any literary evidence or visual tradition for this 

choice? Who made the decision and what was its purpose within the overall 

design of the underground palace? In addressing these questions, this thesis will 

closely examine the context in which the bodhisattva holding a transparent bowl 

was created for the underground palace in Famensi.  

The discussions in this thesis are arranged in three chapters. Chapter 1 

explores the identity of the bowl-bearer bodhisattva in Famensi and in doing so, I 

will scrutinize relevant textual and visual sources to justify my conclusions. 

Chapter 2 examines the possibility that the transparent bowl acknowledges this 
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attribute of the bodhisattva as a Western style luxury. In order to show this, I will 

examine intriguing aspects and trends in the material culture of medieval China. 

Chapter 3 interprets the bowl from the perspective of the conventional Buddhist 

art. Even though some of the specific Buddhist texts will be discussed, I will shed 

new light on the complexities and possibilities in the visual creation of deities in 

Buddhist art. 
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The Identity of the Bowl-bearer Bodhisattva in Famensi 

  

The first question, which should be answered regarding this bowl-bearer 

bodhisattva, is the identity of this deity. This question might have been very easy 

to answer had there been a cartouche, which shows the name of this bodhisattva. 

However, there is no title for the bodhisattva. Nevertheless, some clues as to the 

identification of these two bodhisattvas could be found in an example of early 

Tang mural in the Mogao Cave 341 (Fig. 7). In this cave there is a cartouche 

beside the bodhisattva holding a scripture and a transparent bowl.11 Therefore, the 

pair of bodhisattvas in the mural of Mogao Cave 341 may be regarded as a 

prototype for the pair in Famensi. Unfortunately, this cartouche is currently 

illegible, although it evidently shows that a certain name was given to this 

particular pair.12 

                                           
11 Dunhuang Yanjiu Yuan, ed., Dunhuang shiku quan ji, vol. 10 (Hong Kong: Shangwu 
yinshu guan, 2003), pl. 14. 
12 These figures stand on both sides of the central Buddha as attendant bodhisattvas with 
two multi-armed Avalokiteśvaras and other bodhisattvas. I was able to obtain an image 
(ID Number 341-1) of the left part of the central Buddha in The Mellon International 
Dunhuang Archive through the ARTstor Collection. A total of 5 cartouches were 
identified belonging to the 5 bodhisattvas who stand on the left part of the Buddha, and 
not to Avalokiteśvara, as was supposed from their locations. Though high-resolution 
images are not available for a close inspection, it is certain that the depicted bowl is made 
of glass, since the dotted pattern on this bowl is similar to the popular ornamentation of 
glass vessels from the period.  
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If we consider a number of points, we may easily presume that the 

bodhisattva of Famensi consisted of the iconic Mañjuśri and Samantabhadra 

(puxian 普賢) pair. The first point is that the finger-bone relics of Famensi is 

believed to be from śarīra of Śākyamuni Buddha, and the pair of bodhisattvas and 

the Buddha inside the chamber form a Buddha triad in a three-dimensional form. 

This leads to the possibility that these bodhisattvas are Mañjuśri and 

Samantabhadra and are part of Śākyamuni Buddha triad, a combination widely 

known in Buddhist art.13 It should also be taken into consideration that the 

Mañjuśrī and Samantabhadra pair was a very popular motif in Tang China, 

especially at the entrance of shrines.14 

The external design of the fourth casket of the eightfold reliquary set from 

the rear chamber of the underground palace provides another strong evidence (Fig. 

8).15 On the right and left side of the casket, Mañjuśri riding on a lion and 

Samantabhadra on an elephant were symmetrically depicted, clearly indicating 
                                           
13 About beliefs on Mañjuśri and Samantabhadra, see Akira Suganuma, "Monju Fugen," 
in Daijō bosatsu no sekai, ed. Kanaoka Shūyū (Tokyo: Kōsei shuppansh, 1988), pp. 67-
84. For Śākyamuni Buddha triad in China, see Dorothy C. Wong, ed., Hōryūji 
Reconsidered (Newcastle: Cambridge Scholars, 2008), pp. 172-73. 
14 Sun Xiaogang, Wenshu pusa tuxiangxue yanjiu (Lanzhou: Gansu renmin meishu 
chubanshe, 2007), pp. 69-82; Engene Y. Wang, "Of the True Body: The Famen Monastery 
Relics and Corporeal Transformation in Tang Imperial Culture," in Body and Face in 
Chinese Visual Culture, eds.Wu Hung and Katherine R. Tsiang (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard University Asia Center, 2005), p. 104. 
15 FKFB, vol. 1 (2007), pp. 150-60; Cf. Wang, "Of the True Body" (2005), pp. 103-4. 
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that Mañjuśri and Samantabhadra were intentionally selected to flank the 

Śākyamuni Buddha at Famensi. Then it must have been the most natural and 

considerate choice to arrange Mañjuśri and Samantabhadra on the left and right 

sides of the doors to the chamber, because the inner and outer parts of the 

underground palace had to be built in harmony to complete a coherent design.  

It should be also taken into consideration that there are examples, which 

show the Mañjuśrī and Samantabhadra pair like the one in Famensi, among other 

Tang Buddhist reliefs.16 One example is found in the reliefs of Mañjuśrī and 

Samantabhadra pair in the collection of Los Angeles County Museum of Art (Fig. 

9).17 The compositions of these reliefs are similar to the arrangement of icons in 

the façade of second door in the underground palace in Famensi with small 

Buddhas at the upper part of the pictorial plane while depicting Mañjuśrī and 

Samantabhadra as independent figures. Moreover, it is also widely accepted 

among scholars that the pair of bodhisattvas in Seokguram also depict Mañjuśrī 
                                           
16 See Osvald Sirén, Chinese Sculpture from the Fifth to the Fourteenth Century, Special 
Edition, vol. 2 (Bangkok: SDI Publications, 1998 [1st ed. London: Ernest Benn, 1925]), pl. 
440.  
17 See Jin Shen, Haiwai ji Gangtai cang lidai foxiang (Taiyuan: Shanxi renmin 
chubanshe, 2007), pp. 220-221. For most of the cases, the Mañjuśrī and Samantabhadra 
pair rides lion and elephant respectively. Recent research about this icon pair, see Park 
Hyounggook, "Chūgoku ni okeru kishi monju to kizō fugen no seiritsu to ittsuika katei ni 
kansuru ichi shiron," Mikkyō zuzō 23 (2004), pp. 1-25. 
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and Samantabhadra.  

A crucial question as to this type of Mañjuśrī and Samantabhadra pair in 

relation to the main subject of this thesis is the identification of the bowl-bearer 

bodhisattva. As mentioned above, no cartouches remain to solve this. Therefore, 

we need to consider iconographical convention and Buddhist scholarship. 

Considering some basic points, the bowl-bearer bodhisattva is most likely 

Samantabhadra. This is because the scripture-bearer bodhisattva, as its counterpart, 

is certain to be Mañjuśrī based on iconographical convention.  

The fact that Mañjuśrī holds a scripture, as its attribute, is generally known 

in literary sources.18 This configuration was especially highlighted in the later 

esoteric Buddhist tradition, but the texts composed before the formation of 

esoteric Buddhism also support this fact. Foshuo wenshushili banniepan jing 佛

説文殊師利般涅槃經 translated by Nie Daozhen 聶道眞 is an important sūtra 

                                           
18 See Benoytosh Bhattacharyya, The Indian Buddhist Iconography (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1924), p. 17; Marie-Thérèse de Mallmann, Étude iconographique sur 
Mañjuśrī, Publications de l'École Française d'Extrême-Orient 55 (Paris: École Française 
d'Extrême-Orient, 1964), pp. 26-30; Juhyung Rhi, "Bodhisattvas in Gandharan Art: an 
Aspect of Mahayana in Gandharan Buddhism," in Gandhāran Buddhism: Archaeology, 
Art, Texts, eds. Pia Brancaccio and Kurt Behrendt (Vancouver and Toronto: University of 
British Columbia Press. 2006), p. 168; Henmi Baiei, Butsuzō no keishiki (Tokyo: Azuma 
shuppan, 1970), p. 221; Sun, Wenshu pusa tuxiangxue yanjiu (2007), pp.10-11.  
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related to the iconography.19 Though this sūtra was translated into Chinese 

relatively early, between the late third century and early fourth century, it clearly 

mentions that Mañjuśrī holds a scripture.20 What this shows is that such ideas 

were sustained as a tradition for a long period in the realm of Chinese Buddhist 

culture. 

Not only this attribute, but also the arrangement of the bodhisattva on the 

eastern side (right of the entrance), indicate that the scripture-bearer bodhisattva is 

Mañjuśrī. Though there are considerable amount of counterexamples, the general 

rule in the Tang period is that Mañjuśrī is located on the right side of the entrance 

and Samantabhadra on the left side of the entrance. This arrangement was 

influenced by Foshuo Tuoluoni ji jing 佛說陀羅尼集經 translated by Atikūṭa 

(Adiquduo 阿地瞿多) in 654.21 Following the content of the sūtra, Mañjuśrī who 

                                           
19 Rhi, ibid.,p. 168. Cf. David Quinter, "Visualizing the Mañjuśrī Parinirvāṇa Sūtra as a 
Contemplation Sūtra," Asia Major 23 (2010), pp. 97-128. 
20 “Then the [massive] body of Mañjuśrī looks like a purple-gold (polished red gold: gold 
of the best quality) colored mountain. [He] is sixteen feet tall [and has] a distinctly visible 
halo… [He] bears a bowl in his left hand and a Mahāyāna-sūtra in his right hand. After 
the manifestation of these characteristics, the light and fire [which emitted from his body] 
altogether extinguish. [Then his body] transforms to glass image… All sentient beings, 
which have heard the name of Mañjuśrī or see the image of Mañjuśrī, never fall to evil 
destiny for one hundred thousand eons (時文殊師利身如紫金山, 正長丈六, 圓光嚴顯

… 左手執鉢, 右手持大乘經典. 現此相已, 光火皆滅, 化琉璃像… 一切衆生其有得

聞文殊師利名者, 見形像者, 百千劫中不墮惡道).” See Taishō, no. 463, 14:480c-481b. 
21 In this sūtra, one can find considerate instructions for making various icons, maṇḍalas, 
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rides a lion is positioned on the right of the worshippers, which is to the left of the 

Buddha, which occupies the center. Samantabhadra stands on the opposite of 

Mañjuśrī with his elephant, to Buddha’s right.22 This kind of arrangement, which 

puts Mañjuśrī on the right of the entrance and Samantabhadra on the opposite side, 

is found among numerous examples in the Dunhuang Mogao caves. Moreover, 

the bodhisattvas of the fourth casket of the eightfold reliquary set, which was 

discussed earlier, also follow this arrangement. The same arrangement found 

among reliquary sets would have been applied to the door panels.  

Concerning the arrangement of bodhisattvas in general, an argument which 

                                                                                                                    

and altars. According to related researches, this sūtra was popular nationwide, reaching as 
far as Jiangnan 江南 region during Tang dynasty. It is also discussed that this sūtra had a 
critical influence to the formation of iconography of Four Heavenly Kings in Japan. See 
Charles D. Orzech, "Esoteric Buddhism in the Tang: From Atikūṭa to Amoghavajra (651-
780)," in Esoteric Buddhism and the Tantras in East Asia, eds. idem et al (Leiden and 
Boston: Brill, 2011), pp. 268-69; Seyama Satoshi, "Daranishoukyō yō shitennōzō no 
nihon niokeru juyō to tenkai," Bukkyo geijutsu 239 (1998), pp. 73-93. 
22 “Painting manual for the image of Golden Wheel Supreme Buddha: … Below, paint 
Mañjuśrī bodhisattva to the left [of Buddha]. The body is completely white, and the halo 
on the head exudes beams of light. [His body] is decorated various [ornamentation like] 
seven jewels, bodily accessory, bejeweled crown, celestial garments. [And he is riding] a 
lion. Below, paint Samantabhadra bodhisattva on the right [of Buddha]. [His body] is 
decorated like above. [And he is riding] a white elephant. (金輪佛頂像法… 其下左邊, 
畫作文殊師利菩薩, 身皆白色, 頂背有光, 七寶瓔珞, 寶冠天衣, 種種莊嚴, 乘於師

子. 右邊畫作, 普賢菩薩, 莊嚴如前, 乘於白象).” See Taisho, no. 901, 18:790a-b. The 
arrangement of deities, in which a deity riding a lion stands on the right of worshippers, 
and the deity riding an elephant on the opposite, may find its origins in Ellora caves in 
India. See Park Hyounggook, "Chūgoku ni okeru kishi monju to kizō fugen no seiritsu to 
ittsuika katei ni kansuru ichi shiron" (2004), pls. 1, 2. 
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stresses the influence of Yin-Yang 陰陽 theory on Mañjuśrī’s position on the 

East may also be worth taking into consideration.23 This argument interestingly 

posits that youth symbolized by Mañjuśrī and senility symbolized by Vimalakīrti, 

respectively, correspond to the East and West directions according to Yin-Yang 

theory, resulting in the relative arrangement of Mañjuśrī and Vimalakīrti on East 

and West sides of the seminal scene in the Sūtra on the Discourses of Vimalakīrti 

(weimo jing 維摩經) within the Northeastern Asian region during Tang dynasty. 

From numerous Chinese translations of Buddhist sūtras, Mañjuśrī is described as 

a young boy.24 Even more interesting fact is that Li Tongxuan 李通玄 (635? -

730?), one of the most brilliant scholars of Huayan school (huayan zong 華嚴宗) 

in Tang China, described Mañjuśrī and Samantabhadra respectively as a young 

boy (xiaonan 小男) and the eldest son (zhangzi 長子).25 This opens up the 

possibility of Mañjuśrī and Samantabhadra corresponding to East and West.  

The bodhisattva in the East being Mañjuśrī may also be supported by the 

visual orientation of worshippers during rituals.26 According to the visual 

                                           
23 Ishimatsu Hinako, "Yuima monjuzō no kenkyū," Nanto bukkyou 71 (1995), pp. 31-63.  
24 Hirakawa Akira, "Mañjuśrī and the Rise of Mahāyāna Buddhism," Journal of Asian 
Studies 1-1 (1983), pp. 19-20. Cf. Onishi Keiichi, "Kumārabhūta shōkō," 
Machikaneyama ronsō 12 (2004), pp. 1-18. 
25 Taisho, no. 1739, 36:721a (“普賢長子, 擧果德於藏身, 文殊小男, 創啓蒙於金色”). 
26 Such possibility was suggested by Professor Juhyung Rhi. I hereby express my deepest 
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experience of the Chinese people, it is likely that they will perceive images from 

right to left, the same direction as one would read a literary composition in 

Chinese. According to this visual experience, worshippers will then perceive the 

bodhisattva on the East first. One other evident fact is that such visual order 

corresponds to the vocal order which was used when worshippers recited the 

names of deities. In the same vein, a phrase of Chinese Buddhist text, “reciting the 

practice and vow of Mañjuśrī and Samantabhadra (song wenshu puxian xing yuan 

誦文殊普賢行願),” clearly shows the custom of calling out the name of Mañjuśrī 

before Samantabhadra,27 which supports the view that the bodhisattva on the East 

is Mañjuśrī and the one on the West is Samantabhadra.28 

Based on the above observations, the bodhisattvas carved on the second 

doors of Famensi most likely depict Mañjuśrī and Samantabhadra, with the 

                                                                                                                    

thanks to Professor Rhi.   
27 Taisho, no. 2016, 50:712b. 
28 The correspondence of visual perception and directional orientation in reciting may 
also be applied to the arrangement of deities in Seokguram. However, it should be noted 
that the visual experience in Seokguram, especially in the worshipping sanctuary with its 
circular plan, could be fundamentally different from that of worshipper in Famensi. The 
worshippers at Seokguram have to follow the reverential route of pradakṣiṇa (yourao 右
繞: clockwise circumambulation). This route leads worshipper to start at the southern end 
of the main cella, and revere Mañjuśrī (western side) and Brahmā (western side) first, and 
then revere Samantabhadra (eastern side) and Indra (eastern side). This also accords to 
Korean Buddhists’ traditional order of recitation which calls Mañjuśrī earlier than 
Samantabhadra, and Brahmā before Indra.  
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bodhisattva on the right being Mañjuśrī and the one on the left Samantabhadra. 

Based on this conclusion, we can address another question: how did 

Samantabhadra come to hold the characteristic attribute of a transparent bowl? To 

explain this rather confusing icon of a transparent bowl-bearer Samantabhadra 

most persuasively, another equally important question needs to be answered: what 

kind of bowl does Samantabhadra hold?  

There are two possible answers to the second question. First, there is a 

possibility that this vessel would have been one commonly used, rather than a 

vessel with a specific identity within the Buddhist context. In this point, we must 

recall that the vessel is transparent. According to research by An Jiayao, various 

kinds of transparent vessels in western style were widely popular within Tang 

Buddhist art. Among the murals of the Dunhuang region, there are many images 

of bodhisattva holding transparent vessels, especially bowls, such as those in 

Famensi. The images at Famensi could then also be considered as the result of 

particular interest in and passion for the image of transparent bowl-bearer 

bodhisattva. 

Another way to identify the bowl held by bodhisattva is to consider its 

relation to the begging bowl, which is a specific and iconic vessel and is regarded 

as an important motif in the context of Buddhist art. Generally, the begging bowl 
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is known as an attribute for Buddha or a monk. However, it is clearly written in a 

Buddhist sūtra, translated into Chinese, that bodhisattvas also bear a begging bowl 

(yingliang qi 應量器; boyu 鉢盂).29 Supporting this direction of inquiry is the 

banner depicting a bodhisattva holding a transparent bowl from Dunhuang Mogao 

Caves (Fig. 10).30 The bowl held by this bodhisattva has a very similar 

appearance to a transparent bowl held by Bhaiṣajyaguru Buddha, who is widely 

known as a bowl-bearer figure, in the Tang mural painting in Cave 1 of the A'ai 

Caves 阿艾石窟 1.31 It further indicates the probability that this bowl may be a 

begging bowl, rather than an ordinary bowl. 

In the case of the image from Famensi, the bowl held by the bodhisattva 

fits tightly in the palm of the deity’s hand, and thus looks like a beaker or a mug. 

One may notice that there is a difference in size between this bowl and the 

begging bowls in Mogao Caves or A'ai Caves. However, this difference in size 

does not preclude the attribute of the bodhisattva image in Famensi from being a 

begging bowl. A review of the examples of begging bowls that exist as artifacts or 

mentioned in literary texts, we can see that begging bowls of different sizes were 
                                           
29 Taisho, no. 656, 16:11b (“菩薩摩訶薩, 法服齊整, 執持應器”). 
30 Roderick Whitfield, The Art of Central Asia: The Stein Collection in the British 
Museum, vol. 1 (Tokyo: Kodansha International, in cooperation with the British Museum. 
1982), pl. 56. 
31 For color plates and inscription, see Guo Mengyuan et al, eds., A'ai shiku: 20 shiji mo 
de xin faxian (Wulumuqi: Xinjiang meishu sheying chubanshe, 2001), pp. 22-23, 31-33.  
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widely used in Buddhist material and visual culture during the Tang dynasty.32 

The underground palace of Famensi itself yields one of the most crucial data for 

the begging bowls as examples of various materials and sizes were buried in this 

underground palace during the Tang dynasty. The quantity and terms for these 

bowls were recorded on a stone inventory tablet, Yiwuzhang, in a relatively 

detailed manner.33 Thanks to this inventory, we can meticulously compare the 

Yiwuzhang and the excavated bowls. The analysis of a scatter diagram shows a 

correlation between the diagram and the height of the vessels, and reveals that 

metal vessel with diameters between 21cm and 8cm were all described as “bowl 

(bo 鉢)” in Yiwuzhang (Table 1).34  

                                           
32 In Chinese translations of Buddhist texts, one may find many examples mentioning 
various sizes of begging bowls. As written in following text: Taisho, no. 1440, 23:536c 
(“鉢者, 三種上中下. 上者受三鉢他, 飯一鉢他, 羹餘可食物半羹, 是名上鉢. 下者

受一鉢他, 飯半鉢他, 羹餘可食物半羹, 是名下鉢. 上下兩間, 是名中鉢”). Ahn Kui-
Sook had already discussed that the size of the bowl can be diverse in the following 
article: Ahn Kui-Sook, "Bulbal-ui dosangjeog seonglibgwa jeongae," in Sigagmunhwa-ui 
jeontonggwa haeseog (Seoul: Yegyeong, 2007), pp. 253-54. 
33 See FKFB, vol. 1, pp. 227-29. 
34 The table was created based on the data in FKFB. See ibid, pp. 284-303. Unlike the 
metal ware, the glass vessels require some caution in making a comparison between the 
excavated objects and the record of Yiwuzhang. Except distinct items like a tea cup 
(chawan 茶碗) and vases (ping 瓶), the glassware from Famensi was classified into 
glass “tray (pan 盤)” and glass “cup (bei 杯)” in the FKFB, whereas Yiwuzhang 

classified the glassware into “bowl (bozi 鉢子)” and “vessel for stacking (diezi 疊子).” 
In this situation, FKFB judged that one of the trays (FD5:003) is the bowl of Yiwuzhang 
and the other trays are vessel for stacking of Yiwuzhang. In addition, FKFB judged that 
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Table 1. Scatter plot of Height versus Diameter for the bowls from the 

underground palace of Famensi  

 

 

 

                                                                                                                    

cups were totally absent in Yiwuzhang. However, we may need to take a slightly different 
approach. A detailed investigation based on my scatter diagram reveals more reasonable 
interpretation. According to the diagram, the glassware (green circle) of Famensi was 
distinctively divided into two groups (b-1 trays; b-2 cups). Remarkably, two cups 
(FD5:032, FD5:037) of group b-2 and group a-2 (smaller metal bowl) are closely related 
in size. Therefore, it is highly possible that the two glass cups of group b-2 are the “glass 
bowl (liuli bozi 瑠璃鉢子)” which is mentioned in Yiwuzhang. On the other hand, the 
questionable tray (FD5:003) doesn’t show any significant difference in size with the other 
trays (group b-1). Therefore it is highly possible that the tray is just one of the vessels for 
stacking in Yiwuzhang. See FKFB, vol. 1, pp. 227-29, 284-305.  
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This analysis clearly shows that a wide variation in the size of begging 

bowls existed in Tang China.35 Therefore a high probability exists that the 

attribute held by the bodhisattva of Famensi is a small begging bowl.  

In the following chapters, I will discuss the representation of 

Samantabhadra holding a transparent bowl based on various texts and physical 

materials. Rather than stating a certain conclusion, I will try to present a diversity 

of possibilities in topics about this special image while considering the complex 

characteristics of Tang Buddhist art. 

 

 

 

  

                                           
35 A set of begging bowls excavated from the underground palace of the Pagoda number 
2 at Fawangsi 法王寺 in Dengfeng 登封 also indicate a wide variation in the size of 
bowl. The set of begging bowls from Fawangsi consist of five bowls with different 
diameters which varied as much as double, from 20.8cm to 11.8cm. See, Henansheng 
Wenwu Kaogu Yanjiusuo, "Henan Dengfengshi Fawangsi er hao ta digong fajue jianbao," 
Huaxia kaogu 2003-2 (2003), pp. 28-37, esp. p. 35. For color plate of the bowls, see 
Tokyo National Museum and Asahi Shinbunsha, eds., Kentōshi to Tō no bijutsu (Tokyo: 
Asahi shinbunsha, 2005), pl. 43. 
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Bowl as Luxury  

  

In Tang China, the luxurious material culture of lay people penetrated Buddhist 

art. Interesting examples of such phenomena are bodhisattvas bearing luxuries in 

the western style. A representative example is the Avalokiteśvara (guanyin 觀音) 

housed at The Metropolitan Museum of Art (Fig. 11). This bodhisattva holds a 

bird-headed ewer, a characteristic Tang vessel, which was an attempt to copy 

similar Persian metalworks from the Sasanian period (224-651).36 Another good 

example is the Avalokiteśvara on display at Harvard’s Arthur M. Sackler Museum, 

which holds a vase whose surface is decorated with a protruding circular disk, a 

typical style of cut class in West Asia (Fig. 12).37 In general, Avalokiteśvara 

images of Tang dynasty hold a specific Buddhist water vase, called a kuṇḍikā 

(junchi 軍持) in its hand. Nevertheless, such exotic luxuries from the secular 

world were sanctioned so as to become attributes of these representative Buddhist 

deities. These bodhisattvas show that Tang secular world had a creative and direct 

                                           
36 See Denise Patry Leidy et al, Wisdom Embodied (New York, New Haven, Conn. and 
London: Metropolitan Museum of Art and Yale University Press, 2010), pp. 104-105. Cf. 
Annette L. Juliano et al., eds., Monks and Merchants (New York, N.Y.: Harry N. Abrams 
with the Asia Society, 2001), pp. 316-17; Luo Feng, Hu Han zhi jian (Beijing: Wenwu 
chubanshe, 2004), pp. 79-99. 
37 Jin Shen, Haiwai ji Gangtai cang lidai foxiang (2007), p. 510. For another example of 
Avalokiteśvara holding a West Asian glass vase, see Kang Heejung, Junggug gwan-
eumbosalsang yeongu (Seoul: Iljisa, 2004), pp. 309-12. 
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effect on the Buddhist art by means of incorporating their favoring luxury goods 

from western countries in Buddhist icons. 

Another example of secular luxury found in Buddhist art is the transparent 

bowl held by bodhisattva images as in Famensi.38 Since the Southern and 

Northern Dynasties (420-589), transparent vessels including bowls have shown 

intriguing creativity in Chinese visual culture and Buddhist arts. In medieval 

China, transparent vessel made of crystal or glass from countries bordering 

China’s western frontier were considered some of the most precious and rarest of 

items.39 It is recorded that objects made of crystal were brought to the Tang court 

several times as royal gifts from Samarkand. Crystal cups came to the Tang from 

Kapiśā. Also from the western world, Roman or Sasanian glasses made their way 

to China as luxury goods. As trade goods, these crystal or glass vessels traveled 

over long distances along the Silk Road. Due to the small quantity and high price, 
                                           
38 Unfortunately, we lack explicit evidence to discern the specific materials used to make 
the bowl of Famensi. It can be surmised that this bowl is made of glass or crystal. 
However, glass bowls (liuli bo 瑠璃鉢 [var. 琉璃鉢]) are more frequently referred to 
than crystal bowls (shuijing bo 水晶鉢) in the Chinese Buddhist texts. 
39 See the following article for the importance of crystal and glass vessels in material 
culture of medieval China. Edward H. Schafer, The Golden Peaches of Samarkand: A 
Study of T’ang Exotics (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1963), pp. 227-28, 235-
37; An Jiayao, "The Art of Glass Along the Silk Road," in China: Dawn of a Golden Age, 
200-750 AD, James C. Y. Watt et al. (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art; New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 2004), pp. 57-65; idem, trans. by Cecilia Braghin, "Glass 
Vessels and Ornaments of the Wei, Jin and Northern and Southern Dynasties Periods," in 
Chinese Glass, ed. Cecilia Braghin (Firenze: Leo S. Olschki, 2002), pp. 45-70.  
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these items were successfully incorporated into the upper strata of material culture 

in China. Historical records from the Southern and Northern Dynasties show the 

vivid shock experienced by Chinese people when they came in contact with these 

western glass vessels.40 In addition, some of the ruling classes in China were 

enthusiastic in using the crystal or glass vessels from the West to demonstrate 

their wealth and power, which was called as Doufu 鬭富.41 It is evident in the 

text found in Luoyang qielan ji 洛陽伽藍記 which is as follows: 

 

The King of Hejian, Chen (Yuan Chen 元琛, fl. Sixth century) 

was the most powerful and wealthy… Chen often gathered 

                                           
40 “During the reign of Emperor Taiwudi (of the Nothern Wei; r. 424-52), a 
merchant from that country (i.e. Yueshi 月氏; may be modern Xinjiang or western 
Gansu area or more far western regions) came to the capital, saying he could refine 
stones into glass of five colors. He then gathered stones from the mountains and 
smelted them in the capital. When he was finished, the luster [of his creations] was 
beautiful indeed like that of western imports. [The emperor] summoned more than a 
hundred people to palace hall. The brilliant colors and transparency [of the glass] 
astonished everyone who saw them. [Everyone believed] the glass to be the work of 
supernatural forces (太武時, 其國人商販京師, 自云能鑄石為五色瑠璃, 於是採

礦山中，于京師鑄之. 既成, 光澤乃美於西方來者, 乃詔為行殿, 容百餘人, 光
色映徹, 觀者見之, 莫不驚駭, 以為神明所作).” See Bei shi 北史 97, liezhuan 
列傳 85; Ershisi shi, vol. 9. (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1974), p. 830. My translation. 
adjuv. An, "The Art of Glass Along the Silk Road" (2004), p. 62; idem, "Glass 
Vessels and Ornaments of the Wei, Jin and Northern and Southern Dynasties 
Periods" (2002), pp. 64-65. 
41 For glass vessel and doufu, see An Jiayao, Boliqi shihua (Beijing: Shehui kexue 
wenxian chubanshe, 2011), pp. 69-71. 
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together members of the imperial family. [On those occasions] he 

displayed various treasures [to show off]… As for a hundred wine 

vessels, he had several dozen crystal bowls, agate cups, glass 

bowls and red jade goblets. The craftsmanship of these pieces was 

peculiar and unprecedented in the Central Plains [of China]. All of 

them were imported from the Western Regions.42  

 

As the crystal or glass vessels were successfully integrated into Chinese material 

culture, their unique patterns, shapes, and transparency must has offered an 

extremely rare and exotic visual experience for the Chinese (Fig. 13). Especially, 

the transparency and clarity of these vessels attracted them. According to Shishuo 

xinyu 世説新語, compiled and edited by Liu Yiqing (劉義慶, 403-444): 

 

Prince Wang (Wang Dao 王導, 276-339) was having a drink with 

court officials. He raised his glass bowl and told [Zhou] Boren (周

                                           
42 “河間王琛, 最爲豪首… 琛常會宗室, 陳諸寳器… 自餘酒器, 有水晶鉢, 瑪瑙盃, 
琉璃碗, 赤玉巵, 數十枚. 作工竒妙, 中土所無, 皆從西域而來.” See Taisho, no. 2092, 
51:1016b. My translation. adjuv. An, "The Art of Glass Along the Silk Road" (2004), p. 
59; idem, "Glass Vessels and Ornaments of the Wei, Jin and Northern and Southern 
Dynasties Periods" (2002), pp. 57-58; W. J. F. Jenner, Memories of Loyang: Yang Hsüan-
chih and the Lost Capital (493-534) (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1981), pp. 242-43. 
I added the letter “盃” to the original text following Fan Xiangyong’s opinion. See Fan 
Xiangyong, Luoyang qielan ji jiaozhu (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1978), p. 207. 
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伯仁; 周顗, 269-322): “The inside of this bowl is totally empty. 

[Even though,] they say it is a treasure. Why?” He replied: “The 

beauty of this bowl truly lies in its purity and transparency. For this 

reason, it is valuable.”43 

 

This passage clearly illustrates these vessels were admired in China for purity and 

transparency.44 

It is important to note that, crystal or glass vessels were also regarded as 

treasure not only in everyday life but also in the context of Buddhism in medieval 

China. Even though texts did not clearly mention the word “vessel,” the symbolic 

                                           
43 “王公與朝士共飲酒, 舉琉璃碗, 謂伯仁曰: 此碗腹殊空, 謂之寶器, 何邪? 答曰: 
此碗英英, 誠爲清澈, 所以爲寶耳.” See Shishuo xinyu, “Paidiao 排調” 14; Congshu 
jicheng chu bian 2738 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1991), p. 196. My translation. adjuv. An, 
"The Art of Glass Along the Silk Road" (2004), p. 59; idem, "Glass Vessels and 
Ornaments of the Wei, Jin and Northern and Southern Dynasties Periods" (2002), pp. 56-
57. 
44 Wu zhi Fu 汚巵賦 from the Jin 晉 dynasty (265–420), shows an opposite case. The 
poem tells how a transparent glass vessel was accidently dropped on the dirty ground, and 
how it subsequently could not be cleaned and consequently lost its value as follows: “汙
巵賦曰, 人有遺余, 琉璃巵者, 小兒竊弄, 墮之不絜, 意既惜之, 又感物之汙辱, 乃
喪其所以爲寶, 況君子行身, 而可以有玷乎, 有金商之瑋寶, 稟乾剛之淳精, 歎春暉

之定色, 越冬冰之至淸, 爰甄陶以成器, 逞異域之殊形, 猥陷身於醜穢, 豈厥美之不

惜, 與觴杓之長辭, 曾瓦匜之不若.” See Yiwen leiju 藝文類聚, juan 73, za qiwu bu 雜
器物部; Wang Shaoying, ed., Yiwen leiju, vol. 2 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 
1982), pp. 1259-1260. Cf. An, Boliqi shihua (2011), p. 71; idem, "Glass Vessels and 
Ornaments of the Wei, Jin and Northern and Southern Dynasties Periods" (2002), p. 57. 
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quality of the crystal or glass, which is its purity and transparency was utilized in 

the context of Buddhism. The following passages from several Buddhist texts 

compare the transparency of crystal or glass to core spiritual values of Buddhism. 

 

(A) Pure Mind of Monk: “[A novice monk answered:] My mind, 

which is clean enough not to be tainted again, is just like a 

lotus flower which doesn’t get dirty by muddy water or just 

like a vessel which is made of crystal or glass.”45  

(B) Perfection and Completeness of Behaviors of the Bodhisattvas: 

“Bodhisattvas are complete in doing all the behavior and 

completely penetrates [all the behavior], which can be 

compared to that of the clean and precious glass vessel 

containing various objects, the vessel and objects are clearly 

bright in the same color. [They are] not distinguishable.”46 

(C) Enlightened Mind: “The Enlightened Mind is a glass treasure 

because the nature [of glass] is clean and mysterious enough 

                                           
45 Taisho, no. 2121, 53:159c (“吾心以淨無復微翳, 譬如蓮華泥水不洿, 猶水精琉璃之

器也”).  
46 Taisho, no. 628, 15:439c (“菩薩圓滿諸行而盡通達, 譬如淸淨琉璃寶器, 內置諸物, 
咸同一色瑩淨無異”).  
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not to be soiled.”47  

(D) The Nature of Emptiness: “Mañjuśrī, it is comparable to the 

glass bead, which is clean and uncontaminated. If [someone] 

lays various colored objects near [the glass bead], the glass 

bead shines corresponding to the color of the objects. 

[However,] the glass is a thoughtless being, [so] just allow to 

be seen as the various colors [of those objects].”48  

As discussed above, transparent vessels were highly appreciated by both Buddhist 

and non-Buddhist in medieval China. Their high material value, visual beauty, 

clarity and transparency, reminiscent of a virtuous mind, are all the elements that 

caused the Chinese to especially praise such objects.  

Then, it can be understood that glass and crystal ware were actively used 

in Buddhist art in medieval China. If one examines the examples of bowl or cup, 

which have similar shape with the finds in Famensi, one can find that such objects 

were used as offerings to Buddha. For example, many of the glass products 

dedicated to the finger-bone relics were excavated from no other place than the 

                                           
47 Taisho, no. 278, 9:776c (“菩提心者, 則爲瑠璃寶, 其性淨妙不受垢故”).  
48 Taisho, no. 468, 14:493c (“文殊師利, 如琉璃珠清淨無垢, 若値白物青黄赤物, 此
琉璃珠則隨物色, 琉璃無心令見異色”).  
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underground palace of Famensi.49 A glass cup was also found among the 

offerings dedicated to the Great Buddha (daibutsu 大佛) of Todaiji 東大寺 in 

Japan, which suggests that offering glass cups to the Buddha was a common 

practice in East Asia (Fig. 14).50 

Glass bowls were also used as part of reliquary for śarīra. According to 

Liangshu 梁書, Emperor Wu of Liang (liangwudi 梁武帝, r. 502-549) excavated 

śarīra from the Aśoka Pagoda of Changgansi 長干寺 located at Jiankang 健康, 

the capital of Liang, in 537. The next year, the emperor enshrined the śarīra in a 

glass bowl (liuliwan, 琉璃碗) underneath the newly built pagoda.51 As is widely 

known, the śarīra excavated from the Aśoka Pagoda was one of the most 

important sacred treasures, which took the lead in Buddhist miracles and 

auspiciousness in medieval China. When such valuable relics were reinterred in 

the temples located in the capital, the relics were enshrined in glass bowls. This 

                                           
49 An Jiayao, "Famensi digong shutu de yisilan boli qi," in Famensi wenhua yanjiu: 
Kaogu juan, ed. Han Jinke, vol. 6. (Beijing: Zhongguo sanxia chubanshe, 1999), pp. 513-
24; Robert H. Brill and Philip M. Fenn, "Famensi boliqi," in ibid, pp. 525-32. Cf. 
Kegasawa Yasunori, "Hōmonji shutsudo no Tōdai bunbutsu to sono haikei," in Chūgoku 
chūsei no bunbutsu, ed.Tonami Mamoru (Kyoto: Kyōto daigaku jinbun kagaku kenkyūjo, 
1993), pp. 581-641.  
50 See Yoshimizu, Shōsōin garasu wa nani o kataru ka (2009), pp. 163-73.  
51 “方至石磉, 磉下有石函, 函內有鐵壺, 以盛銀坩, 坩內有金鏤罌, 盛三舍利, 如
粟粒大, 圓正光潔. 函內又有琉璃椀, 內得四舍利及髮爪, 爪有四枚, 並為沉香色.” 
See Liang shu 54, liezhuan 48; Ershisi shi vol. 6. (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1997), p. 205. 
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shows that glass bowls, secular luxury items, successfully became a major part of 

Buddhist art. Furthermore, another example of a glass cup used as a reliquary can 

be found at Songnimsa 松林寺 in Korea, suggesting that the use of glassware for 

reliquary in this period was common throughout East Asia (Fig. 15).52 

During the Tang dynasty the continuation of this tradition is visible in that 

the glass or crystal vessels, typically used as vessels for drinking, came to be held 

in the hand of bodhisattva (Figs. 16-17). According to An Jiayao’s research on the 

mural paintings in the Mogao Caves, the bodhisattvas who carry glass or crystal 

vessels are found in the paintings dated to the Sui (589–618) and Western Xia 

(Xixia 西夏, 1038-1227).53 The glass or crystal vessels held by bodhisattva are in 

various shapes, but most are bowls or cups (Fig. 18). Moreover, these items were 

painted in a way that explicitly shows their transparent quality and faithfully 

records the distinctive characteristics of the western wares such as their ring 

patterns. In some cases, vessels contain flower offerings. Yet, many examples that 

bodhisattvas hold completely empty vessels. Therefore, it is also possible that the 

vessel itself was regarded as an offering. Hence, it was useful to depict 

bodhisattvas holding a transparent bowl to allow worshippers to experience the 

                                           
52 For reliquary of Songnimsa, see Kim Chewon, "Treasures from the Songyimsa Temple 
in Southern Korea," Artibus Asiae 22-1/2 (1959), pp. 95-112. 
53 See An, "Mogaoku huashang de boli qimin" (1983), p. 453. 
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colorful and splendid world of the Buddha. In addition, it effectively represented 

the greatness of bodhisattva’s infinite offering, as he offers invaluable luxury to 

the Buddha. 

It is worth noting that the images of bodhisattvas holding a transparent 

vessel are found not only in the Mogao Caves but also throughout East Asia 

during the Tang dynasty. The relief sculpture of the Buddha triad in the collection 

of the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston from Shanxi Province, shows bodhisattvas 

on both sides of the Buddha holding transparent vessels (Fig. 19).54 This is 

evidence of the transmission of such luxury items to the inner territory of China, 

which reached far beyond Dunhuang. Even in the mural in the main sanctuary 

(kondo 金堂) of Horyuji 法隆寺, in Japan, one can find an image of bodhisattva 

holding a transparent vessel (Fig. 20).55 It is highly likely that the image of 

bodhisattva holding a transparent vessel was spread throughout the East Asian 

region in the form of sketch, useful tool in the preparation of painting, such as the 

monochrome image of bodhisattva with spotted glass bowl found in Mogao Caves 

(Fig. 21).56  

                                           
54 Jin, Haiwai ji Gangtai cang lidai foxiang (2007), p. 228; Sirén, Chinese Sculpture from 
the Fifth to the Fourteenth Century, vol. 2 (1998), p. 36, pl. 439. 
55 Wong, Hōryūji Reconsidered (2008), pp. 164-66.   
56 Sarah E. Fraser, Performing the Visual (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 
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The religious context of the image of bodhisattva is as diverse as its 

regional usage. A review of the surviving examples of bowl-bearer bodhisattva 

shows no specific iconography can be confirmed. For example, they appear in the 

Western Paradise scenes, Maitreya Sūtras bianxiang (milejingbian 彌勒經變), 

Sūtra of the Questions of Viśeṣa-cinti-brahma bianxiang (siyijingbian 思益經變), 

Lotus Sūtra bianxiang (fahuajingbian 法華經變), Diamond Sūtra bianxiang 

(jingangjingbian 金剛經變), Sūtra on Compassionate Recompense bianxiang 

(baoenjingbian 報恩經變), and Medicine Buddha Sūtra bianxiang 

(yaoshijingbian 藥師經變).57 There are examples for which the exact name of 

the bodhisattva can be confirmed by cartouche, and yet they also have various 

names: Mañjuśri, Avalokiteśvara, and bodhisattva of Moon-store (yuecang pusa 

月藏菩薩) (Fig. 22).58  

A fact which should be given attention here is that there are numerous 

                                                                                                                    

2004), pp. 135-37. 
57 See Dunhuang Yanjiu Yuan, Dunhuang shiku quan ji, vol. 5 (2002), pl. 164; vol. 6 
(2002), pl. 45; vol. 11 (2003), pl. 145; vol. 7 (1999), pl. 102; Dunhuang Wenwu 
Yanjiusuo, ed., Zhongguo shiku: Dunhuang, vol. 4 (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 1987), pl. 
57; pl. 58; pl. 105. 
58 See Dunhuang Yanjiu Yuan, Dunhuang shiku quan ji, vol. 7 (1999), pl. 102; I obtained 
the images of Avalokiteśvara and bodhisattva of Moon-store through website of 
International Dunhuang Project. The designated number of the image of Avalokiteśvara is 
EO 1127. Unfortunately, the image of bodhisattva of Moon-store is now inaccessible. 
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examples in which a lion riding Mañjuśri and elephant riding Samantabhadra pair 

hold transparent bowls as their attributes (Table 2). To date, there are 7 examples 

of these lion riding Mañjuśri and elephant riding Samantabhadra pairs, holding 

transparent bowls within the Dunhuang region dating from the Tang to the 

Western Xia.59 Therefore, we can conclude that Mañjuśri and Samantabhadra 

pairs in Tang China frequently held transparent bowls, following the 

contemporary trend. As discussed above, the transparent bowl appeared in various 

contexts, thus one can hardly assume that there were specific religious functions 

or significant meanings placed on a transparent bowl-bearer bodhisattva in any 

pair of Mañjuśri and Samantabhadra.  

The matter becomes more intriguing as one concern that there were no 

directions for the attributes for the lion riding Mañjuśri and elephant riding 

Samantabhadra pair in Tuoluoni ji jing, the Buddhist sūtra, which had a crucial 

effect on the popularization of this pair. This textual lacuna leaves room for 

artistic freedom to add new elements to the image. The artists’ choice of 

transparent bowl as the bodhisattva’s attribute, may have appeared most natural as 

the bowl was a widely popular motif in that period.  

                                           
59 See Dunhuang Yanjiu Yuan, Dunhuang shiku quan ji, vol. 10 (2003), pl. 66; vol. 2 
(2002), pl. 171; vol. 12 (1999), pl. 169; vol. 2 (2002), pl. 175; vol. 2 (2002), pl. 176; vol. 
14 (2003), pl. 189; vol. 10 (2003), pl. 207. 
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Table 2. Bowl-bearer Mañjuśri and Samantabhadra at Dunhuang Region. 

 

Image of the 
Icon 

Name of 

the Icon 
Period Location 

Dunhuang Yanjiu 

Yuan ed. 

 

Samanta-

bhadra 

Middle Tang  

(781-848) 

Western wall of  

Mogao Cave 468 

Vol. 10 (2003), 

 pl. 66. 

 

Samanta-

bhadra 

Late Tang  

(848-907) 

Western wall of  

Mogao Cave 156 

Vol. 2 (2002),  

pl. 171. 

 

Mañjuśri 
Late Tang  

(848-907) 

Gate of  

Mogao Cave 147 

Vol. 12 (1999),  

pl. 169. 

 

Mañjuśri 
Five Dynasties 

(907-960) 

Eastern wall of  

Yulin Cave 32 

Vol. 2 (2002),  

pl. 175. 

 

Samanta-

bhadra 

Five Dynasties 

(907-960) 

Eastern wall of  

Yulin Cave 32 

Vol. 2 (2002),  

pl. 176. 

 

Mañjuśri 
Five Dynasties 

(907-960) 

Western wall of  

Mogao Cave 6 

Vol. 14 (2003),  

pl. 189. 

 

Samanta-

bhadra 

Western Xia 

Dynasty  

(1038-1227) 

Northern wall of  

Mogao Cave 153 

Vol. 10 (2003),  

pl. 207. 
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The appearance of bodhisattva holding a transparent bowl in Famensi, 

which is one of most prominent Buddhist monument of Tang dynasty, shows how 

artisans in the capital region actively responded to the newest fashion in the 

material culture. The artisans in the capital region of the Tang would have known 

about the new works in Famensi which added a transparent bowl as an attribute to 

the Mañjuśri and Samantabhadra pair. Even though it is not easy to prove, we can 

assume they may also have led such fashion. Anyway, the image of bodhisattva 

holding such a luxury item from the West Asia is a fitting icon for the capital in 

the era of the Great Tang Empire, when luxury items from every corner of the 

Eurasian continent abounded, and artistic and religious creativity was reaching its 

apex. Moreover, the underground palace of Famensi was filled with various glass 

products like cups, bowls, plates, and vases.60  

In the case of the bowl-bearer bodhisattva image in Seokguram, which is 

similar to the one in Famensi, it is difficult to confirm whether the bowl’s material 

is transparent as it was carved in granite. However, we must consider that bowls 

with wide mouths, as is the example at Seokguram, are usually found among glass 

                                           
60 See, n. 49.Worshippers might have experienced a visualization that their offerings 
elevated to Buddha, even only in imaginary form, when looking at the image of 
bodhisattva holding a transparent bowl. 
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wares.61 As Jin Shen 金申 pointed out, the bodhisattva in Seokguram holding a 

transparent bowl has similar posture and drapery to the image of glass bowl-

bearer bodhisattva found in Dunhuang (Fig. 23).62 The appearances of these two 

images are close to being identical. Therefore, it would be appropriate to consider 

the image of bowl-bearer bodhisattva in Seokguram as an example of glass bowl-

bearer bodhisattva image which reflects the contemporary iconography of the 

Tang having been transmitted to Unified Silla.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                           
61 An, "Mogaoku huashang de boli qimin" (1983), p. 453; idem, Boliqi shihua (2011), p. 
34. 
62 Jin Shen, Fojiao meishu cong kao (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2004), p. 364. 
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Bowl as a Symbol of the True Dharma 

  

The bowl held by the bodhisattva of Famensi may be more than a secular luxury 

item. As is widely known, the bowl, especially the begging bowl of the Buddha 

was passed down to Kāśyapa or Maitreya as a symbol of the true Dharma. 

Therefore, the bowl symbolizes the transmission of the Dharma, and is in this way 

one of most important motifs in the context of Buddhist art.63 Medieval Chinese 

Buddhists also perceived Buddha’s bowl as an invaluable symbol of the true 

Dharma, especially when it was on the verge of extinction. Therefore, we must 

consider the possibility that the bowl held by bodhisattva was a religious motif in 

Buddhist art.  

However, the problem here is that no Chinese Buddhist texts describe 

Samantabhadra holding Buddha’s bowl, which is the topic of our discussion. 

Rather the Buddhist texts relate Mañjuśrī with Buddha’s bowl. For example, a 

Buddhist miracle tale which is found in Fayuan zhulin 法苑珠林, tells that 

                                           
63 For recent reviews of the issues, see Shinohara Koichi, "The Story of the Buddha’s 
Begging Bowl: Imagining a Biography and Sacred Places," in Pilgrims, Patrons, and 
Plac, eds. P. E. Granoff and Koichi Shinohara (Vancouver: UBC Press. 2003), pp. 68-107; 
Juhyung Rhi, "The Fate of a Bowl (or Bowls): Representations of the Buddha’s Bowl in 
Early Indian Buddhism," in The Art of Central Asia and the Indian Sub-Continent in 
Cross-Cultural Perspective, ed. Anupa Pande (New Delhi: National Museum Institute, 
2009), pp. 61-77. 
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Mañjuśrī’ preserves the Buddha’s bowl and protects the Dharma. It claims that 

Mañjuśrī in China is the proper heir of the Dharma and he must preserve the 

Buddha’s robe and bowl.64 Moreover, even though the primary study of the 

Mañjuśrī icons in China has not directly dealt with the relationship between 

Mañjuśrī and Buddha’s bowl, some of Buddhist sūtras translated into Chinese 

describe Mañjuśrī holding a bowl.65 For instance, Foshuo wenshushili banniepan 

jing, discussed above, describes Mañjuśrī holding scripture in his right hand and 

                                           
64 “[Buddha] also spoke to Ānanda: “You should go to China. At the cave of Mount 
Wutai (i.e. Qingliang Shan 清涼山), command Mañjuśrī [to come here]. I want to entrust 
the saṃghāṭī (a monk's patchwork robe) of Kāśyapa [to Mañjuśrī as a symbol of 
transmitting the Dharma]… Buddha also spoke to Mañjuśrī: “You [should] preserve and 
enshrine the stupas of my robe and bowl everywhere, from Jambudvīpa to three celestials 
or universe. And [you should] protect my transmitted teachings and existing Aśokan 
Stupas. Also encourage the building of [Aśokan Stupa] all over the whole universe (又告

阿難, 汝往震旦國, 於清涼山窟, 命文殊師利, 我欲付囑迦葉僧伽梨… 佛告文殊, 
汝持我衣鉢之塔, 周遍閻浮及三天下, 乃至大千世界, 處處安置, 鎭我遺法, 有阿育

王塔, 亦勸令造遍三千土).” See Taisho, no. 2122, 53:560c-561a. The quotation was 
originally part of Daoxuan lushi zhuchi ganyying ji 道宣律師住持感應記, however 
entire work does not exist today. See Shinohara, "The Story of the Buddha’s Begging 
Bowl" (2003), pp. 69-70. 
65 A recent work, Wenshu pusa tuxiangxue yanjiu by Sun Xiaogang analyzed the 
iconography of Mañjuśrī by reviewing extensive Buddhist texts translated into Chinese. 
However, he did not mention the bowl when he discussed the phrase which enumerates 
these attributions to Mañjuśrī. See ibid, p. 11. However, many scholars including Sun 
mention that the bowl had been used as an attribute for Mañjuśrī as related in the 
Thousand Bowls Sūtra. See ibid, pp. 29-36; Ahn, "Bulbal-ui dosangjeog seonglibgwa 
jeongae" (2007), pp. 258-59.  
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bowl in his left hand.66 In addition, Putichang zhuangyan tuoluoni jing 菩提場

莊嚴陀羅尼經 translated by Amoghavajra in the latter half of the eight century 

not only describes Mañjuśrī holding a bowl, but also instructs on how to create the 

image of Mañjuśrī in the bowl-bearer form.67 Dacheng yujia jingangxinghai 

manshushili qianbi qianbo da jiaowang jing 大乘瑜伽金剛性海曼殊室利千臂

千鉢大敎王經 [hereafter referred to as Thousand Bowls Sūtra], translated by 

Amoghavajra in 740, also describes Mañjusrī as having one thousand arms and 

each bearing a bowl.68 It is generally accepted that Mañjuśrī is the most important 

                                           
66 See, n. 20. 
67 “At that time, Mañjuśrī-True Child bodhisattva bears a bowl, filled with Dharma-
realm produced by Buddha, in both hands and offers the bowl to Buddha. Then 
Śākyamuni Buddha stretches out his golden arm and receives the bowl [which is 
offered by] Mañjuśrī-True Child bodhisattva. After having received the bowl, 
Buddha throws it into space. At that very instant, the bowl fills the space. [Then] the 
śarīra of the Dharma-realm and the images of Buddha, [which were in the bowls] fill 
the space of a triple-thousand great one-thousand worlds… At the right part of 
Śākyamuni, draw an image of saint Mañjuśrī which is adorned with many kinds of 
bodily accessory, sinking to his knees on the lotus seat, taking a posture of offering a 
bowl to Buddha with two hands (爾時文殊師利童眞菩薩, 以如來所生法界盛於鉢

中, 二手捧鉢奉獻如來. 爾時釋迦牟尼如來舒金色臂, 受文殊師利童眞菩薩鉢, 
受已擲於空中, 於刹那頃其鉢遍滿虚空, 所盛法界舍利如來形像, 滿三千大千

世界虚空… 釋迦牟尼右邊, 畫聖文殊師利菩薩, 種種寶瓔珞莊嚴, 於蓮華上雙

膝跪坐, 二手捧鉢作獻佛勢).” See Taisho, no. 1008, 19:670c; 674a. 
68 “In the middle of the ocean of lotus-dais treasure worlds [in] occult diamond-like 
universe [of] the ocean of original nature [of] Dharma-realm [of] Mahāvairocana Buddha, 
the great sage, Mañjuśrī bodhisattva manifests his golden body. [On his] body appear one 
thousand arms, one thousand hands and one thousand bowls. One thousand Śākyamuni 
are manifest in those bowls. Each Śākyamuni also manifests [the other] Śākyamuni [and 
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bodhisattva, and is regarded as the embodiment of wisdom, i.e. Dharma, thus he 

deserves to be given the bowl of Buddha as a symbol of the true Dharma.69 

Then how much influence would these texts have had on the Buddhist art 

of the Tang? The most important text in this regard is Thousand Bowls Sūtra. 

There are nine examples of Thousand Bowl-Beaer Mañjuśrī, depicted based on 

this sūtra, made during the Tang dynasty and found in Dunhuang (Fig. 24).70 In 

addition, according to Lidai minghua ji 歷代名畵記 (847) by Zhang Yanyuan, 

                                                                                                                    

the total number of the Śākyamuni is] ten trillion… The body of Mañjuśrī is adorned by 
numerous kinds of bodily accessory made of one hundred jewels, and celestial garment 
made of exquisite jewelry. [He] has one thousand arms and hands. Each of his hands 
holds a lapis lazuli bowl (毘盧遮那如來法界性海袐密[var. 秘密]金剛界蓮華臺藏世界

海, 於中有大聖曼殊室利菩薩, 現金色身, 身上出千臂千手千缽, 缽中顯現出千釋迦, 
千釋迦復現出千百億化釋迦… 其曼殊身上著於百寶種種瓔珞妙寶天衣, 有千臂千

手, 手中各持吠瑠璃鉢).” See Taisho, no. 1177A, 20:725b; 748c. Cf. Matsumoto Eiichi, 
Tonkōga no kenkyū, vol. 1 (Tokyo: Tōhō bunka gakuin tokyo kenkyūjo, 1937), pp. 646-49; 
Sun, Wenshu pusa tuxiangxue yanjiu (2007), pp. 29-36; Robert M. Gimello, "The Cult of 
"the Manjusri of a Thousand Arms and a Thousand Bowls" in T'ang Dynasty Buddhism," 
in Renjian jingtu yu xiandai shehu, eds. Qi Meijian et al.(Taibei: Fagu wenhua shiye 
gufen youxian gongsi, 1998), pp. 154-55; Lai Pengju, Dunhuang shiku zaoxiang sixiang 
yanjiu (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2009), pp. 270-74 ; Gauri Devi, "Iconography of the 
Thousand-Armed Manjusri," in Cultural Horizons of India, eds. Chandra Lokesh and 
Tara Chandrika, vol. 6 (New Delhi: International Academy of Indian Culture, 1997), pp. 
58-78.  
69 For the religious importance of Mañjuśrī, see Paul M. Harrison, "Mañjuśrī and the Cult 
of the Celestial Bodhisattvas," Chung-Hwa Buddhist Journal 13-2 (2000), pp. 157-93; 
Hirakawa Akira, "Mañjuśrī and the Rise of Mahāyāna Buddhism," (1983), pp. 12–33; 
Étienne Lamotte, "Mañjuśrī," T'oung Pao 48-1/3 (1960), pp. 1-96. 
70 See Dunhuang Yanjiu Yuan, Dunhuang shiku quan ji, vol. 10 (2003), p. 253. 
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Thousand bowl bearing Mañjuśrī was painted by Yuchi Yiseng 尉遲乙僧 (fl. 

latter half of the seventh to the early eighth century) at the pagoda of Ciensi 慈恩

寺.71 Ciensi was one of the most important Buddhist Monasteries in the Tang 

capital, where Yuchi Yiseng was one of the most renowned painters during this 

time. Therefore, it is highly probable that the image of bowl-bearer Mañjuśrī was 

clearly seen by the contemporaries throughout the Great Tang Empire, although 

there may have been variations on its representational forms.72  

As discussed above, there is abundant literary and visual evidence from 

Tang Buddhist art showing that Mañjuśrī was represented with a bowl, as well as 

a scripture. However, in the case of Famensi, it is evident that the bodhisattva 

holding a scripture is Mañjuśrī. Then how did Samantabhadra come to bear 

Buddha’s bowl, which is naturally attributed to Mañjuśrī in our image of Famensi?  

                                           
71 “Ciensi… At the South Gate under the pagoda, there is a painting by Yuchi Yiseng. 
The Thousand Bowl-Bearer Mañjuśrī on the west wall [also] is Yuchi Yiseng’s painting 
(慈恩寺... 塔下南門, 尉遲畫. 西壁千鉢文殊, 尉遲畫).” Lidai minghua ji, juan 卷 3; 
Congshu jicheng chubian 1646 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1985), p. 111. 
72 We should give our attention to Mañjuśrī on Longhuta 龍虎塔, a pagoda built during 
Tang dynasty, of Shentongsi 神通寺 in Shandong province. The bowl-bearer Mañjuśrīs 
at the Longhuta are unique examples because auspicious cloud springs out from the bowl. 
See Eugene Y. Wang, Shaping the Lotus Sutra (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 
2005), Fig. 6. 10 (b), 6. 11 (b). This curious visual form reminds of vision of bowl full of 
auspicious beings appearing in manifolds, as mentioned in the text translated by 
Amoghavajra.  
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First of all, an investigation as to what was indicated as Samantabhadra’s 

attributes in Buddhist texts may solve this problem. According to Buddhist texts, 

Samantabhadra’s attributes are a sword, a vajra on a lotus, a cintā-maṇi, and a 

ratnôtpala (baohua 寶華).73 However, if we observe the examples of existing 

images of Samantabhadra made during the Tang, we can see that Samantabhadra 

is seldom depicted with the attributes discussed above. Therefore, it is difficult to 

conclude that these texts had a critical role in the depiction of Samantabhadra in 

Tang China.  

In any case, it is plausible that the attributes of Samantabhadra were 

decided in a close relation to the Mañjuśrī’s attributes rather than Buddhist texts. 

According to a review of the extant examples in China, from the Tang dynasty to 

Five Dynasties period, three objects could be held by Mañjuśri: a scripture, a 

back-scratcher (ruyi 如意), or a transparent vessel, with or without a flower.74 

More interestingly, Samantabhadra images in China could hold all of the same 

objects as Mañjuśri (Table 3).75  

                                           
73 Matsunaga Keiji, Indoneshia no Mikkyō (Kyoto: Hōzōkan, 1999), chart 3; Thomas E. 
Donaldson, Iconography of the Buddhist Sculpture of Orissa (New Delhi: Indira Gandhi 
National Centre for the Arts, 2001), charts. 3-10. 
74 Representative examples are as following: Leidy, Wisdom Embodied (2010), p. 178; 
Sun, Wenshu pusa tuxiangxue yanjiu (2007), pl. 67; Dunhuang Yanjiu Yuan, Dunhuang 
shiku quan ji, vol. 2 (2002), pl. 175.  
75 Representative examples are as following: Zhongguo Siguan Diaosu Quanji Bianji 
Weiyuanhui, ed., Zhongguo siguan diaosu quanji, vol. 1 (Haerbin: Heilongjiang meishu 
chubanshe, 2003), pl. 243; Sun, Wenshu pusa tuxiangxue yanjiu (2007), pl. 68; Dunhuang 
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Table 3. Attributes of Mañjuśri and Samantabhadra in China. 
 

Attribute Mañjuśri Samantabhadra Reference 
(Left to Right) 

scripture 

  

Leidy (2010), p. 178; 
Zhongguo Siguan 
Diaosu Quanji Bianji 
Weiyuanhui, vol. 1 
(2003), pl. 243. 

back-

scratcher 

  

Sun (2007), pl. 67; 
pl. 68. 

transparent 

vessel 

  

Dunhuang Yanjiu 
Yuan, vol. 2 (2002), 
pl. 175; pl. 176. 

                                                                                                                    

Yanjiu Yuan, Dunhuang shiku quan ji, vol. 2 (2002), pl. 176. We should also note that 
there is one verse which describes Samantabhadra to hold a scripture. However, this is 
part of description about very peculiar Buddha triad consisting of Śākyamuni, 
Avalokiteśvara, and Samantabhadra. See Taisho, no. 1038, 20:22c (“當畫釋迦牟尼佛坐

華座上, 身黄金色著五彩衣. 左廂畫普賢菩薩坐須彌山… 其菩薩結跏趺坐, 兩手執

經夾讀著五色衣”). 
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It is notable that a back-scratcher is one of the most exclusive and personal 

attribute of Mañjuśrī.76 Moreover, there is no literary evidence about 

Samantabhadra holding a back-scratcher. However, there are many examples of 

Samantabhadra holding a back scratcher. In other words, Samantabhadra was 

depicted as Mañjuśrī’s visual double, without the annotation of any textual 

reference.  

Why should Samantabhadra follow the visual characteristics of Mañjuśrī? 

It is probably because Mañjuśri and Samantabhadras have been considered as a 

religious unity. For instance, Li Tongxuan thought that Mañjuśri and 

Samantabhadras represented theory (li 理) and practice (xing 行), respectively.77 

However, he also argued that their original natures were not duality (wuer 無二), 

but rather mutuality. As these two antipodal bodhisattvas penetrate each other, as 

a corollary to this action, they make the one reality of the Dharma. This very 

notion opens up the doctrinal possibility for Samantabhadra sharing the attributes 

of Mañjuśri.  

                                           
76 Cf. J. LeRoy Davidson, "The Origin and Early Use of the Ju-I," Artibus Asiae 13-4 
(1950), pp. 239-49. 
77 Taisho, no. 1739, 36:740c; 745b (“文殊以理會行, 普賢以行會理, 二人體用相徹, 
以成一眞法界, 前後相收… 普賢菩薩… 與文殊師利同在東方者, 爲法身智身理事

體用, 本自一故本無二故”). Cf. Inaoka Chiken, "Ritsūgen no fugenkan," Indogaku 
bukkyōgakukenkyū 32-2 (1984), pp. 408-11. 
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In addition, it is necessary to consider the fact that Samantabhadra-caryā-

praṇidhāna-rāja, one of the main text on the belief of Samantabhadra, was 

translated in Chinese with the name of Mañjuśri, Sūtra of Arousing the Mañjuśri’s 

Vow (Wenshushili fayuan jing 文殊師利發願經) by Buddhabhadra (fl. 359-

429).78 Since Buddhabhadra also translated Avataṃsaka Sūtra, the core text on 

the belief of Mañjuśri and Samantabhadra, it should not be seen as a simple 

mistake. Rather, it shows that from a linguistic point of view, Samantabhadra 

could be also called by the name of Mañjuśri. If so, it can be acknowledged then 

that from the perspective of visual representation Samantabhadra could be also 

depicted in the form of Mañjuśri.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                           
78 For the basic information about this sūtra, see Ono Genmyō, ed., Bussho kaisetsu 
daijiten, Rev. Edition., vol. 11. (Tokyo: Daitō shuppansha, 1967 [1st ed. 1933-1936]), pp. 
34-35. For the bibliographic research on the Chinese translation of Samantabhadra-
caryā-praṇidhāna-rāja, see Murashita Keizen, "Fugen bosatsu gyōgansan kenkyū bunken 
bibō," Tōkai Bukkyō 16 (1971), pp. 68-79. 
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Conclusion 

 

The preceding chapters have examined the identity and formation of bowl-bearer 

bodhisattvas in Tang China. In the history of Buddhist art, this theme has not been 

given proper academic attention. The bowl-bearer bodhisattva in Famensi, 

forming a pair with the scripture-bearer bodhisattva during the Tang dynasty, has 

been, however, perceived as an important icon amid the Chinese Buddhist 

Cultural realm. As I have argued, this pair was selected to adorn the underground 

palace of Famensi and Seokguram, two of the most important monuments of 

Chinese and Korean Buddhist culture. In addition, I have suggested that the 

possible prototype of this pair can be found in Mogao Cave 341 at Dunhuang, 

constructed during the early Tang period.  

This thesis argues that the pair, scripture-bearer bodhisattva and bowl-

bearer bodhisattva, represents Mañjuśrī and Samantabhadra respectively. 

Unfortunately, the cartouche, which may directly confirm the identity of this pair, 

is unavailable. Therefore, numerous pieces of textual evidence and artworks were 

examined to arrive at this conclusion. The structure of reliquary casket and second 

doors of the underground palace in Famensi are both based on the formation of 

the Buddha triad consisting of Śākyamuni, Mañjuśrī, and Samantabhadra. 
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Therefore, the interior and exterior, left and right were designed to have a 

coherent visual plan. 

As for the cultural background of the bowl-bearer bodhisattva, I have 

discussed the possibility that contemporaries would have regarded this transparent 

bowl as a luxury item from West Asia during the Tang dynasty. I have focused on 

examples of bodhisattvas holding evidently secular luxury items, and examples 

from the murals of Dunhuang, which adapted the image of transparent vessels in 

various contexts. In the same vein, transparent bowls of glass or crystal were 

highly praised in both the realms of material culture and Buddhist culture during 

the Tang dynasty, so it is a suitable choice to regard a transparent bowl as an 

attribute of a bodhisattva. In conclusion, this transparent bowl could be a period 

icon which reflects the material wealth and artistic creativity of the Great Tang 

empire, which amassed abundant amounts of West Asian luxury items. 

My thesis shows another possibility that the transparent bowl of 

bodhisattva could have religious meaning in the Buddhist context. Based on 

existing materials, I have concluded that the bodhisattva bearing a bowl could 

represent the rightful heir of Śākyamuni and true Dharma, Mañjuśrī. However, in 

the pair at Famensi, it is apparent that the bodhisattva holding a scripture is 

Mañjuśrī, thus its identification needs a more sophisticated approach. Thus, I have 
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proposed a hypothesis that the depiction of Samantabhadra during the Tang 

dynasty ignored attributes designated by Buddhist texts, but faithfully followed 

the visual model presented by Mañjuśrī. It is notable that according to religious 

interpretation, in Tang China, Mañjuśrī and Samantabhadra formed a unity of 

non-duality. And the fact that texts which focused on Samantabhadra were 

translated in the name of Mañjuśrī also strongly suggests that the two entities 

were mutually penetrating each other’s realms. Therefore, the bowl-bearer 

Samantabhadra could appropriately be depicted in contemporary artisans' work as 

a faithful visual double to the bowl-bearer Mañjuśrī.  

It is still difficult to know whether the bowl held by the bodhisattva in 

Famensi is a period icon, which reflects the lavish contemporary material culture 

of the Tang or it is a perpetual icon which inherited its symbolism from Buddha’s 

bowl. Though this question awaits further research, my thesis is a hypothesis and 

as a result, offers two possibilities in discerning the identity of the bodhisattva 

discussed above.  

One of the important issues that should be considered in relation to this 

bowl-bearer bodhisattva icon is the transmission of this image through time and 

space. It is certain that the bowl-bearer bodhisattva icon has been handed down 
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into the Korean peninsula.79 Though this is the only perfect parallel we can find 

for now, we cannot deny the possibility that this type of image was employed in a 

wider range of monuments in the Great Tang dynasty. 

According to Zhiwen, in 874, the last re-enshrinement ceremony of the 

True Body was held at the underground palace of Famensi.80 Worshippers, armed 

with thousand emotions, closed the door of the underground palace. When the 

door was closed forever, the sounds of the invocation to the Buddha disappeared 

into silence and oblivion. And the power of the Famen Monastery, within the 

visual and religious culture of China, steadily weakened. Then, has the bowl of 

the bodhisattva hidden its shape and transparency in the darkness since that day 

forever? 

                                           
79 Two intriguing historical facts in this process should be noted. The official scribe 
(bishou 筆授) for translating Thousand Bowls Sūtra was a monk from Silla, Hyecho 慧
超 (fl. eighth century). See Taisho, no. 1177A, 20:724b (“三藏演梵本, 慧超筆授”). Cf. 
Henrik Hjort Sørensen, "Early Esoteric Buddhism in Korea: Three Kingdoms and Unified 
Silla (ca. 600-918)," in Esoteric Buddhism and the Tantras in East Asia (2011), p. 587. 
Moreover, a heinous grave robber, who tried but failed to break into the pagoda of 
Famensi in 850, was also a monk from Silla. See Taisho, no. 2035, 49:387a (“有新羅僧, 
夜盜塔手, 遶亭而行, 不離本處, 爲衆所覺”). For English translation, see Jan Yün-hua, 
A Chronicle of Buddhism in China, 581-960 A.D. (Santiniketan: Visva-Bharati, 1963), p. 
98. Cf. Joo Kyeongmi, Junggug godae bulsalijang-eom yeongu (Seoul: Iljisa, 2003), p. 
412. 
80 FKFB, vol. 1, p. 231. Cf. Kegasawa, "Tō Hōmonji kantsū 14 nen shari kuyō o meguru 
ichi kōsatsu" (1996), pp. 71-73. 
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(right). After FKFB: Vol 1, pl. 4.  

a: tomb entrance door (mudao men 墓道門), b: second door (di er men 第二
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20. Bodhisattva with a glass dish. 

(Left) Mural painting. Southern wall of Mogao Cave 322. Tang dynasty. 

After Dunhuang Wenwu Yanjiusuo 1987: Vol. 3, pl.18. 

(Right) Panel 1, east wall of Kondo, Horyuji. After Nara National Museum 
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22. Bowl-bearer bodhisattvas with cartouche. 

   (Left to right) 

Mañjuśrī. Mural painting. Southern wall of Mogao Cave 61. Five dynasties. 

After Dunhuang Yanjiu Yuan 1999: Vol. 7, pl. 102. 

Avalokiteśvara. Ink and colours on a silk banner. Height 188cm. Guimet 
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Bodhisattva of Moon-store. Ink and colours on a silk banner. Height 63.5cm. 

Guimet Museum. International Dunhuang Project Website. 
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23. Bowl-bearer Bodhisattva. 

(Left) Mural painting. Western wall of Mogao Cave 199. Middle Tang period. 

After Dunhuang Wenwu Yanjiusuo 1987: Vol. 4, pl. 49. 

(Right) Seokguram. 
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24. Thousand bowl-holding Mañjuśrī. Mural painting. Northern wall of Mogao 

Cave 14. Late Tang period. After Dunhuang Yanjiu Yuan 1999: Vol. 10, pl. 83. 
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국 문 초 록 

 

중국 陝西省 扶風縣에 위치한 法門寺의 地宮 門扉에는 지금껏 학계의 주목을 받지 

못한 唐代 持鉢·持經 보살상이 새겨져 있다. 널리 알려진 바처럼 법문사 지궁은 중국 불

교사에서 가장 권위 있는 사리로 숭배되어 온 佛指舍利가 봉안된 곳이다. 동시대 불교미

술을 대표하는 모뉴먼트 중 하나인 한국의 석굴암에서도 동일한 보살상 쌍이 확인되어, 

이 持鉢·持經 보살상이 唐代 동아시아 불교미술에서 핵심적인 도상 중 하나였음을 짐작

하게 한다. 그렇다면 과연 이 持鉢·持經 보살상의 존명은 무엇이며, 법문사 전체의 도상 

구성에서 어떤 역할을 맡고 있는가? 

唐代 중국 불교도들은 법문사 지궁의 사리를 석가모니 부처의 진신사리로서 경배하

였다. 따라서 지궁 문비의 持鉢·持經 보살상은 내부에 봉안된 석가모니의 사리와 함께, 

唐代 중국 불교 미술에서 가장 보편적인 도상 중 하나인 석가모니불·문수보살·보현보살 

삼존을 이루는 것으로 볼 수 있다. 법문사 지궁에 매납된 사리함의 외면에 문수보살과 

보현보살이 묘사되어 있기 때문에, 室과 函의 도상적 일관성을 위해서도 持鉢·持經 보살

상을 문수보살과 보현보살로 보는 것이 가장 자연스럽다. 이 중 持經 보살상을 문수보살

로 보는 데에는 이견의 여지가 없다. 무엇보다도 기존의 연구에서 밝혀진 바처럼 한역 

불교 경전 특히 밀교계 경전에서 경권은 문수보살의 특징적인 지물로 언급되어 있기 때

문이다. 반면 보현보살을 持鉢 형태의 보살로 표현하는 것은 그 사례가 드물며 관련한 

연구도 전무하여 주의를 요한다.  

본 논문은 법문사 지궁의 보현보살이 鉢을 들게 된 배경으로 두 가지 가능성을 제

시하였다. 우선 법문사 持鉢 보살상이 든 발이 투명한 재질로 묘사된 것에 주목하여, 이 

특징적인 지물이 동시대 중국의 물질문화를 반영한 결과일 가능성을 제시하였다. 남북조 
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시대 이래 중국 물질문화사에서 투명한 재질의 유리·수정제 발은 사회적·종교적으로 중

요한 역할을 담당하였다. 이들 발은 대개 서역에서 전래하였으며, 중국 지배층의 대표적

인 사치품이자 玩物로 애용되었다. 한역 불교 경전에서 이들 기물 특유의 투명하고 정결

한 속성은 불교의 핵심적인 정신적 가치와 결부되어 상찬되었다. 또한 투명한 발을 불교 

봉헌품 및 사리장엄구로 사용한 예도 확인된다. 唐代에 들어서면서 중국에서는 供養花를 

담은 투명한 발을 손에 든 보살상이 다양한 도상적 맥락에서 크게 유행하였으며, 법문사

의 예처럼 투명한 발 그 자체만을 손에 든 사례도 적지 않게 확인된다. 唐代 보살상 중

에는 鳳首甁과 같은 세속의 사치품을 지물로 채택하는 경우가 확인되며, 법문사 持鉢 보

살상 역시 같은 맥락에서 세속의 귀물을 손에 든 보살상의 일종으로 이해할 수 있다.  

법문사 보살상이 손에 든 투명한 발은 正法의 상징으로서 불교 미술에 자주 등장하

는 佛鉢일 수도 있다. 특히 唐代 불교 문헌 중에는 석가모니불이 문수보살에게 자신의 

衣鉢을 咐囑하였다는 내용이 확인되어, 唐代 持鉢 보살상이 문수보살이며 그 발우가 석

가모니불의 傳法을 상징할 가능성을 열어 놓는다. 唐代에 번역된 일부 밀교 경전에서도 

持鉢 문수보살에 관한 내용이 확인된다. 그렇지만 법문사 지궁에서는 持經 보살상이 문

수보살임이 확실시되어 문제는 좀 더 복잡해진다. 관련하여 주목할 사실은 불교 경전에

서 보현보살의 지물을 명시적으로 제시한 사례가 드물며, 현존하는 보현보살 작례에서도 

지물의 뚜렷한 경향성을 확인하기 힘들다는 점이다. 현존 사례를 검토해보면 唐代 보현

보살은 경전의 언급보다도 동시대 문수보살의 지물을 그대로 채택하는 경우가 일반적이

다. 이에 더하여 남북조 시대에 ｢普賢菩薩行願讚｣을 한역하면서 『文殊師利發願經』으로 

명명한 사례는, 중국 불교도들이 문수보살과 보현보살을 원융회통하는 不二의 존재로 인

식하였음을 단적으로 보여준다. 따라서 법문사의 持鉢 보현보살상은 唐代 불교 문헌에서 

기술된 持鉢 문수보살상의 직접적인 영향 하에, 문수보살의 시각적 형상을 따라 창안된 
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도상일 수 있다.  

이상에서 살펴본 바와 같이 법문사 지궁의 持鉢·持經 보살상은 唐代 동아시아 불교 

도상 전개상 매우 복잡한 맥락 속에 등장한 형식으로 추정된다. 본 논문은 이와 관련한 

다양한 유물 및 문헌자료를 검토하여, 持鉢 보살상의 도상적 의미를 고찰하였다. 그렇지

만 문제의 복잡성과 관련 자료의 절대 부족으로 인해 아직 확고한 결론을 도출했다고 

보기는 어려우며, 이 문제를 해결할 수 있는 방향을 넓은 맥락 속에서 제시하는데 연구

의 의의를 두고자 한다.  

 

주요어: 법문사(法門寺), 석굴암(石窟庵), 도상(圖像), 문수(文殊), 보현(普賢), 발우(鉢盂) 
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